Abstract
In this paper I investigate a change in the word order patterns of Greek nominalizations that took place from the Classical Greek (CG) period to the Modern Greek (MG) one. Specifically, in CG both the patterns in (A), with its two subtypes, and (B) were possible; the MG system, on the other hand, exhibits only the (B) pattern. The difference between the two systems is that agents can only be introduced in the form of prepositional phrase in MG nominals in a position following the head noun, while they could appear in a prenominal position bearing genitive case in CG. Moreover, the theme genitive, i.e., the objective genitive, could precede the head nominal in CG; this is no longer the case in MG, where the theme genitive follows the head noun obligatorily:

(A) i) Det-(Genagent)-Nprocess-Gentheme / ii) Det-Gentheme-Nprocess
(B)Det-Nprocess-Gentheme (PPagent)

I argue that the unavailability of (A) in MG is linked to the nature and the properties associated with a nominal functional projection contained within process nominals and to other related changes in the nominal system of Greek.

1 The problem: argumental genitives in the history of Greek

In MG the agent of a process nominal surfaces obligatorily as a PP (1a):

(1) a. i katagrafi ton stihion apo tus ipalilus
    the writing-down the evidence-gen by the employees-acc

b. i katagrafi ton stihion ton ipalilun
    the writing down the evidence-gen the employees-gen

(1b) is impossible on the reading that (1a) has, i.e. 'the employees were the ones that wrote the evidence down'. The sentence is fine if the second genitive is interpreted as the possessor of the object, i.e., the evidence that belongs to the employees. Moreover, (1a) is the only possible order the arguments of the noun can surface in. The examples in (2), where either the genitive or the PP appear in prenominal position, are both ungrammatical:

(2) a. *i ton stihion katagrafi apo tus ipalilus
    the the evidence-gen writing-down by the employees-acc
b. *i apo tus ipalilus katagrafi to stihion
the by the employees-acc writing down the evidence-gen

Note that fronting of the argumental genitive is possible, resulting in focalization of the fronted argument (cf. Horrocks & Stavrou 1987):

(3) ton stihion i katagrafi apo tus ipalilus
the evidence-gen the writing down by the employees-acc

CG differs from MG in the following ways. First, alongside with (4), the MG pattern, two genitives signaling different relations to the same noun were possible, see (5)-(7):

(4) h men empepsis ths stratias hupo Lakedaimonio_n
the prt sending the army-gen by Spartans-gen
'the sending of the army by the Spartans' Th. 4.85.1

(5) thn ge emfrono_n zhthsin tou mellontos
the prt wise-gen search the future-gen
'the search of the future by the wise ones' Pl. Phrd. 224c

(6) hè Phaia_kôn proenokësis tès Kerku_ra_s
the-nom Phaeacians-gen occupation-nom the-gen Corcyra-gen
'the Phaeacians' occupation of Corcyra' T. 1.25.

(7) hè tou Lachëtos tòn neôn archê
the-nom Laches-gen the fleet-gen command-nom
'Laches' command of the fleet' T. 3.115

Second, while in MG the objective genitive cannot precede the noun, cf. (2a), this was possible in CG:

(8) th to_n echthro_n timo rian
the the enemies-gen punishment-acc Lys. 2.16

In CG even PPs (9) and adverbs could appear in pre-nominal, post-determiner position, as reported in Manolessou (2000). This is no longer possible in Modern Greek, cf. (2b) and (10):

(9) ai es thn Attikhôn esbolai Peloponhõesio_n CG
the into Attica invasions Peloponnesians-gen

(10) *i ktes katastrofi tis polis MG
the yesterday destruction the city-gen

Before I entertain a hypothesis concerning the CG patterns, the following remarks are in order. The examples in (5)-(6) seem reminiscent of certain nominal constructions found in other languages. These are shown in (11). (11a) is a transitive nominalization in English. (11b) is a similar construction in Russian containing a possessive adjective (PA) in the function of the agent, and (11c) is a transitive nominalization in Italian, where the agent again appears in the form of the possessive adjective:
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(11) a. the barbarian's destruction of the city
    b. Petino ispolenenie Sopena
       'Petja's performance of Chopin'
    c. la sua descrizione della citta
       the his description of the city

(8) seems similar to passive nominalizations in English illustrated in (12):

(12) the city's destruction

Since MG lacks all these patterns, the question that arises is whether the CG patterns could receive a similar analysis to that of (11)-(12). Thus it could be the case that whatever accounts for the difference between MG and the other languages is responsible for the differences between MG and CG. However, matters are not that simple. As we will see, the change observed is a result of various morpho-syntactic factors affecting the functional domain within process nominals, and it cannot be straightforwardly attributed to the factors causing MG nominals to differ from e.g. their English counterparts.

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 I present my assumptions concerning the structure for process nominals. In section 3 I outline a way to deal with synchronic variation among language and types of nominalizations, showing that these reduce to properties of functional projections inside the DP. Finally, in section 4 I offer a journey through the history of Greek nominalizations. I associate the differences between MG and CG to properties of a functional projection, labeled FP in section 3. The changes are further related to other morpho-phonological changes within the Greek DP.

2 The structure of process nominals

It is typically assumed that there is a small number of primitive, universal grammatical categories: N (noun), V (verb), A (adjective) and P (preposition). Each is taken to have a number of prototypical/distinct properties. Consider verbs as opposed to nouns. Their prototypical properties are listed in Table 1, as well as the range of inflectional elements they are associated with.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verbs</th>
<th>Nouns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>denote events</td>
<td>are referential expressions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>take arguments (participants in the event)</td>
<td>lack arguments (participants in the event)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>are modified by adverbs</td>
<td>are modified by adjectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inflect for tense, aspect, voice, mood, agreement</td>
<td>inflect for number, case, gender, definiteness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Derived nominals, however, belong to a class of constructions referred to as trans-categorial or simply mixed category constructions, which do not fit well with the basic distinction in categories. These constructions involve elements that seem to be core members of more than one category simultaneously. Specifically, although they have the distribution of other common nouns, they retain verbal properties. For instance, derived nominals typically occur in

---

2 Here I refer only to process nominals. For further discussion, see Grimshaw (1990) and Alexiadou (2001).
positions that generally admit nouns (13), but they seem to bear the same semantic relations to the NPs that accompany them as their related verbs do; non-deverbal nominals, e.g. book, do not have such properties (14).

(13) a. Why does John's criticizing the book bother you?
    b. I believe that many authors wrote about the destruction of the city.

(14) a. John criticized the book.
    b. The barbarians destroyed the city.

As argued for in detail in Alexiadou (2001), the verbal properties of nominals are accounted for by assuming that such nominals contain nominal as well as projections standardly associated with verbal clauses, namely vP and AspectP (Alexiadou 1999, 2001, van Hout & Roeper 1998, Borer 1999). Nominals lacking such verbal properties also lack such verbal projections. Hence nominal properties are attributed to nominal functional layers, while verbal properties are attributed to verbal projections. In particular the structure in (15a), containing an AspectP and a vP, constitutes an eventive environment which can be embedded in multiple environments, e.g. participles, verbal clauses and process nominals. Nominals, as shown in (15b), contain further nominal functional projections, which are responsible for the nominal properties of process nominals. In fact these nominal projections determine the category of the word (see Alexiadou op.cit. for discussion). In case (15a) is embedded under T, the result is a verbal clause.

\[
\begin{align*}
(15) & \quad a. \\
& \quad \text{AspectP} \\
& \quad \text{Aspect'} \\
& \quad \text{Aspect^o} \\
& \quad \text{vP} \\
& \quad \text{v} \quad \text{LP} \quad \text{L= N/V, unspecified} \\
& \quad \text{L^o} \quad \text{Comp (=Theme)}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
& \quad \text{b. DP} \\
& \quad \text{D^o} \quad \text{FP (Numb/AgrP)} \\
& \quad \text{AP} \quad \text{F'} \\
& \quad \text{F^o} \quad \text{AspectP} \\
& \quad \text{Aspect'} \\
& \quad \text{Aspect^o} \quad \text{vP} \\
& \quad \text{v} \quad \text{LP} \quad \text{L= N/V, unspecified} \\
& \quad \text{L^o} \quad \text{Comp (=Theme)}
\end{align*}
\]
The functional heads in (15b) are associated with certain properties, briefly discussed here. In particular, D is the locus of definiteness. FP is a projection associated with gender/number (= nominal agreement) morphology (see section 3.2). The morphology of MG and CG nouns does not provide arguments for splitting these features in distinct projections. Rather noun endings are portmanteau morphemes, signaling number, gender and case (see Appendix). The verbal functional head v (Kratzer 1994, Chomsky 1995) is the locus of agentivity, i.e. of features relevant to the licensing and interpretation of external arguments. It contains Case features for the object, and features related to eventivity. It comes in two types: one that introduces an external argument, and one that does not. Finally, the verbal functional head Aspect further specifies event presentation.

As argued for in detail in Alexiadou (2001), the presence of verbal projections within certain types of nominals accounts for the licensing of arguments, cf. also Borer (1999), their event reading, and the fact that they manifest aspectual distinctions associated with Aspect. Moreover, the presence of these functional projections also accounts for the licensing of certain types of adverbs within these nominals. As has been noted in the literature, manner, and aspectual (frequency, interval denoting) adverbs are acceptable, while modal and speaker-oriented ones are not (cf. Borer 1993, Hazout 1995 for Hebrew, Alexiadou & Stavrou 1998, Alexiadou 2001 for Greek among others). On the view that Aspectual adverbs are linked to an Aspect Phrase, while manner adverbs bear a tight relation to Voice Phrase (cf. Alexiadou (1997), Cinque (1999)), this distribution is explained. The lack of sentential adverbs is accounted for if the structure contains only a sub-section of the verbal clause and does not include projections like Tense, which are responsible for the licensing of 'higher' adverbs. Finally, in several languages there is an overt morphological reflex of Voice and Aspect, as in e.g. Turkish or Slavic languages (Alexiadou 1999, 2001 for further discussion).

In the system put forth in Alexiadou (2001) the variation found with nominalization types across languages and within a language depends on the type and the number of the verbal as well as of the nominal projections in (15b). In the next section, I give an illustration of this view.

3 Variation in nominalizations

The various types of nominals encountered across languages and within a language are accounted for in terms of variation depending on the number of functional projections included in the structure, i.e. whether both Aspect and v are present or not and the type, i.e. the feature specification, of the verbal and nominal functional projections. On this view, the semantic-syntactic as well as morphological properties of the various constructions are determined by the height of attachment of the various morphemes. That is certain affixes include Aspect, e.g. -ing, while others lack all verbal-like projections, e.g. -ee. Since both verbal and nominal projections form a derived nominal, variation is dependent on both 'sets'.

The following two tables summarize the results of Alexiadou (2001). Table 2 summarizes the variation in the number of projections contained within nominals. Table 3 summarizes the results concerning the feature specification of v.

Table 2: variation depending on number of projections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Nominal</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normalized Clause</td>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>D embeds CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derived Nominals</td>
<td>Greek/Polish</td>
<td>D embeds AspectP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerunds</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>D embeds AspectP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-er nominals/certain derived ones</td>
<td>English/Greek/Russian</td>
<td>D embeds vP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: variation depending on the type of v³

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>v</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Type of Nominal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ag, -tr</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>-er Nominals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ag, +tr</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Gerunds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ag, -tr</td>
<td>Greek/Romance/Slavic</td>
<td>Destruction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For details the reader is referred to Alexiadou (2001).

The question that arises next is how we can use this system in order to deal with the word order change in Greek nominals. Given that the properties of CG nominals seem similar to that of MG nominals as far as the verbal part of the nominalization structure is concerned, I assume that CG nominal are also formed on the basis of (15a). Examples such as (4), repeated here, show that CG nominals are also 'passive':

(4) ἡ μέν εμπεμπίσει τῆς στρατιάς ὑπὸ Λακεδαίμονον
the sending the army-gen by Spartans-gen

In other words, both in CG and in MG nominals v is [-transitive] and do not introduce agents.

Recall the differences once more. CG nominals are like their MG counterparts in that the internal argument bears genitive and the agent is introduced by a PP, but differ in that they also permit constructions where the agent bears genitive and appears in prenominal position. In this respect they are like English 'transitive' nominalizations or their Romance/Slavic transitive nominalizations with possessive adjectives. The relevant data are repeated in (16).

(16) a. John's destruction of the city
b. la sua descrizione della citta
     the his description of the city
       Italian

c. Петя-PA-N исполнение Шопена
     Petja-PA-N performance Chopin-gen
     'Petja's performance of Chopin'

Moreover, CG nominals, like their English counterparts, permit passivization, i.e. prenominal placement of the objective genitive. In Alexiadou (2001) the availability of transitive as well as passive nominalizations in English was linked to the nominal part of the structure. I briefly summarize these findings in the next sub-section.

3.1 Transitivity/Passivization depending on the status of Spec,DP

In Alexiadou (2001) I argued that English nominalizations are transitive, not because v is [+tr] but because agents in these nominalizations are located in Spec,DP, which is an A-position in English (Abney 1987). An argument in favor of analysing Spec,DP in English as an A-position is the fact that it does not tolerate expletives.

(17) *there's destruction

In MG DP corresponds to CP, as argued for in detail in Horrocks and Stavrou (1987). Consider (18):

³ ag = agentive, tr = transitive.
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(18) a. i kritiki tu vivliu
    the review the-gen book-gen

   b. tu vivliu i kritiki

In the (b) example the interpretive effect of fronting is one of focalizing. This is reminiscent of the fronting of constituents that takes place in sentences for the purpose of bringing a particular constituent into prominence (see Tsimpli 1995):

(19) a. edhose to vravio tis Afroditis gave-3sg the prize-acc the-gen Aphrodite-gen
    'he gave the prize to Aphrodite'

   b. tis Afroditis edhose to vravio
c. to vravio edhose tis Afroditis

(20) illustrates the interaction between wh-movement at the clausal level and DP-internal wh-movement.

(20) a. mu ipes oti diavases [to vivlio tinos] me told-2sg that read-2sg the book whose
    'You told me you read whose book?'

   b. mu ipes oti diavases [tinos, [to vivlio ti]]
c. tinos, mu ipes oti diavases to vivlio ti;
d. [tinos, [to vivlio ti]], mu ipes oti diavases ti;
e. [to vivlio tinos], mu ipes oti diavases ti;

As a result, agents and as well as theme genitives can appear in pre-nominal position in English but not in Greek. Following Grimshaw (1990), I assumed that Spec,DP is not linked with any specific thematic role, i.e. it does not introduce agents only. Hence DPs other than agents can appear in this position.

Could we attribute the difference between CG and MG to the properties of Spec,DP? The answer is negative. The 'transitivity' of CG nouns cannot receive a similar explanation to the one just outlined for the transitivity of English nominalizations. Spec, DP is an A'-position in CG as well, see Taylor (1990). Moreover, the order of constituents is Det-Gen-N, suggesting that the genitive is not in Spec,DP. This is very similar to the situation we find in Slavic, where PAs follow demonstratives (21), which are assumed to be situated in Spec,DP:

(21) etu moju/Vasimu rabotu
    this mine/Vasja-PA work

In the next sub-section I entertain the hypothesis that the transitivity of CG nominalizations is related to the other nominal projection, namely FP.

3.2 On the properties of FP

Szabolcsi (1994), Ritter (1991), and Zribi-Hertz (1998) among others have argued that the FP in (15b) is very similar to Infl; the labels attributed to this projection vary from author to author, Nominal Infl, Number or AgrP have all been suggested. On this view, FP is similar to IP introducing the subject of the verbal clause. It hosts possessors, which are taken to be like subjects of verbal clauses (22). For arguments that such a projection is present within Greek nominals as well, see the Appendix and the references in Alexiadou (2001):
Empirical support for the suggested parallelism between possessors and subjects is given by the following Hungarian data. As (23b) shows, the possessed noun agrees with the possessor bearing nominative case in number and person, much like the subject agrees with the verb in (23a):

(23) a. Mi iru b. mi titku
    1pl-nom write-1pl 1-pl-nom secret-sg-1pl

Recent literature also assumes that this FP is a projection in which possessors and 'nominal' agents are located. For instance, Schoorlemmer (1998) argues that possessors are situated in FP and in languages like English, where these do not occur with determiners, they move to D. On the other hand, when they co-occur with determiners they remain situated in Spec,FP (cf. (24a vs. 24b) and Cardinaletti 1998 for prenominal possessors in Romance):

(24) a. [DP article [FP Possessor Fo [XP ]]]
    a'. la sua casa
    the poss.adj home

   b. [DP Possessor D° [FP tPass Fo [XP ]]]
    b'. John's book

Pesetsky & Torrego (2000), like Schoorlemmer, assume that the prenominal genitive is in a lower position, but maintain that in English the D position remains empty.

(25) [DP article [RP Mary [R s] [XP criticism of Sue ]]]

The above structures provide a way to account for the CG patterns, especially if one considers their properties and their development through time in more detail. I argue that the genitive in CG, both the theme genitive as well as the agentive one in the transitive nominalization, are located in Spec,FP. MG can only host agreeing elements in this position for reasons that will be discussed in section 4.

4 The diachronic variation

Recall the word order patterns once again.

(A) i) Det (Genagent)-Nprocess-Gentheme / ii) Det-Gentheme-Nprocess

(B) Det-Nprocess-Gentheme (PAgent)
The two issues, namely the 'transitivity' and the internal position of the theme genitive are obviously related. That is the genitive, subjective or objective, occupies the same position in both instances of (A).

In what follows I offer an answer to these two questions I examine the two patterns through the historical periods of the Greek language in order to determine when the (B) pattern became more frequent. Before doing that, I briefly summarize in section 4.1 the historical periods of the Greek language.

4.1 Periods

The Greek language is subdivided in the following periods:

(i) Ancient phase: 14th-6th century. This is subdivided into Mycenaean period (texts in syllabic script attested from the 14th/13th century BC to 8th century) and Archaic (8th-6th century)
(ii) Classical phase: 5th-4th centuries
(iii) Hellenistic and Roman phase: 4th century BC to 4th century AD (Koine)
(iv) Byzantine phase: 5th to 15th century AD
(v) Modern phase: 15th century AD to present day

Two things should be kept in mind: (a) Greek splits into several dialects, both Ancient and Modern (Ancient: Doric, Ionian, Attic, Phocian etc, Modern: Pontic, Cypriot, Tsakonian, Cretan, Peloponnesian, Northern, South Italian). I try to abstract away from such distinctions.
(b) Very early on, the phenomenon of diglossia emerges (in Antiquity, Byzantium and modern period) i.e. two parallel registers/grammars exist, one that attempts to stay faithful to Classical Attic (especially in written form), and one that develops in a 'natural' way. The grammar of the learned written language changes very slowly, if at all (see the discussion in Horrocks 1997). Hence what is relevant for our discussion is the development of pattern (B) in the texts which do not follow the formal register.

Let me now consider the word order in Greek nominalizations through these periods in some detail.

4.2 Word order patterns from Homer to MG

In Homeric Greek there is not much clear evidence with respect to the word order patterns, since both GN and NG occur. At this stage, it is not clear which one of the two is the basic order, since both could be derived. The reason for this is that the definite article was used as a demonstrative pronoun in Homer, and only in CG did it develop to a definite article, as we know it from MG.

In CG, as has been already mentioned, both (A) and (B) are found. In fact, there is more variation. When only one genitive is present, it surfaces in the following positions:

(I) Det-N-Gen, cf. (4):

(26) h men empempsis ths stratias hupos Lakedaimonio_n
the sending the army-gen by Spartans-gen
'the sending of the army by the Spartans'
Th. 4.85.1

(II) Gen-Det- N

(III) Det-Gen- N, cf. (8):

(27) th to n echthro_n timo rian
the the- enemies-gen punishment-acc Lys. 2.16

(IV) Det-N-Det-Gen

At this period, the definite article comes into general use. Now it is clear that the G-D-N order
is derived, and is parallel to the cases of tu Jani to vivlio 'the John-gen the book' discussed in

Both D-G-N and D-N-G are very common, as the following figures from Manolessou's
work suggest.

(28)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Postnominal(I)</th>
<th>Internal (III)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Herodotus</td>
<td>35,41%</td>
<td>36,51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thucydides</td>
<td>41,37%</td>
<td>38,49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xenophon</td>
<td>63,33%</td>
<td>26,66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aristophanes</td>
<td>53,85%</td>
<td>26,92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lysias</td>
<td>32,7%</td>
<td>55,77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demosthenes</td>
<td>20,75%</td>
<td>58,49%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variation in word order depends largely on the type of text. But in general it seems to be the
case that subjective genitives prefer pattern (III), while objective genitives pattern (I). All
authors show very low percentages for the (IV) position, which is why I leave it aside in my
discussion.

One could suggest that the D-Gen-N pattern correlates with other ordering patterns in
the language, e.g. the order of V with respect to O. In other words, at this stage we could be
dealing with a language that was OV. Thus the change from Gen-N to N-Gen correlates with
the change from OV to VO. However, in CG both GN and NG are found, relative clauses
always follow the noun, adjectives precede the noun. It has also been argued that while
Homeric Greek was OV, the change to a VO grammar happened already in the pre-classical
period (Taylor 1990), although the word order is relatively free. This suggests that texts from
Classical period already show a mixed system as far as the position of the genitive with
respect to the noun is concerned.

When two genitives occur with the noun, the subjective one is in prenominal position,
while the objective one follows, as in (5)-(6) above, repeated here: 5

(29) hè Phaia_kôn proenoikësis tês Kerku_ra_s
the-nom Phaeceans-gen occupation-nom the-gen Coreyra
'the Phaeacians' occupation of Coreyra' T. 1.25.

(30) thn ge emfrono_n zhthsin tou mellontos
the wise search of the future
'the search of the future by the wise ones' Pl. Phrd. 224c

According to Manolessou (2000), the internal position is characterized by a number of
semantic restrictions. The genitives appearing in this internal position share some common
characteristics: they denote human entities, and they must be definite. Frequently they are
proper names. The subjective genitive has a clear preference for this position, but the
restriction holds for the subjective and objective genitive alike. Note here that possessive

5 The pattern Det-Gensubj-Genobj- Noun- is found only in Thucydides (Manolessou 2000), hence I do not
discuss this pattern either.
adjectives in e.g. Slavic, Dutch, German are also limited to proper names (data from de Wit & Schoorlemmer 1996):

(31) Petino ispolenenie Šopena Russian
Petja-PA-N performance Chopin-gen
'Petja's performance of Chopin'

De Wit & Schoorlemmer label 's genitives in Dutch and German PAs as in e.g. *Peters Behandlung seiner Mutter 'Peter's treatment of his mother', *Jans behandling van de arts 'Johns' treatment of the doctor'. As is the case with CG internal genitive, when both arguments are present the PA bears the agent role:

(31') *Chopin's performance of Petja

In the absence of another genitive the PA in Slavic, German and Dutch can also bear the theme role:

(32) Jans ontslag
Jan-PA dismissal
Dutch

Unlike PAs in Romance (33) or Slavic, genitives in CG cannot co-occur with adjectives. Examples are rare, and the genitive cannot be assigned a fixed position with respect to the adjective, a fact which led Manolessou (2000) to conclude that the two compete for the same position:

(33) le sue goffi reazioni immediate alla tua lettera
the his/her clumsy reactions immediate to-the your letter
(Cardinaletti 1998)

In New Testament Greek/Koine, both (A) and (B) are found, but Taylor (1990) points out that the D-Gen-N order is on the decrease, as there are very few cases in Koine Greek.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Classical Greek</th>
<th>Koine Greek</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D-G-N</td>
<td>41 46%</td>
<td>2 2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-D-N</td>
<td>32 36%</td>
<td>2 2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-N-G</td>
<td>16 18%</td>
<td>98 96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is also supported by Manolessou's study, where she states that in this period we observe strong preference for post-nominal position. In the Hellenistic papyri, the internal position is still maintained, with the same semantic restrictions as the ones observed in CG. Manolessou takes the papyri texts to be more reliable, as the New Testament Greek could be argued to be under strong Semitic influence.

In the Byzantine Phase/Mediaeval Greek, again we find both (A) and (B), but in early mediaeval (5-10th c.) texts, pattern (A) is still possible; however, the postnominal position recedes. Internal genitives are still present in the higher registers, even in later centuries. Internal genitives in vernacular texts have been limited to proper names and pronouns. But
they only appear together with an attributive adjective to support them, as in (34) from Manolessou (2000).

(34) ta eugenika tu Halepe korasia
    the kind-pl the Halepe-gen girls

Only in late texts (14-15th c.) do we establish the complete disappearance of the internal genitive.

In MG only (B) is found, but the presence of an internal genitive is tolerated with clitics in the presence of an adjective only:

(35) i ksafniki tus apohorisi
    the sudden their departure

Interestingly, there are a number of semantic restrictions with internal clitics in MG (Alexiadou & Stavrou 2000). Consider (36):

(36) a. to paljo mu aftokinito
    the old my car
    'my former car (the car I used to own)'

b. to kenurjo mu forema
    the new my dress
    'my newly bought dress (the dress I just bought)'

When the clitic is attached to the adjective, it reveals only one of its original meanings. In particular, the adjective paljo (‘old’) can mean either ‘used’, ‘in bad condition’, or formerly possessed; kenurjo (‘new’) means either newly obtained or in good condition. Both meanings are available when the clitic is postnominal.

Moreover, the authors point out that there is an animacy restriction depending on whether the clitic is attached to the prenominal adjective or to the noun. The post-adjectival position of the clitic then cannot be the same as the post-nominal one, where no such restrictions apply, and it must therefore be located at a different position.

(37) a. o trelos odhigos tu
    the crazy driver- it
    'its crazy driver/the crazy driver of the lorry'

b. *o trelos-tu odhigos
    the mad-his driver

Alexiadou & Stavrou (2000) argue that the special interpretation of the clitic is associated with FP in (15b), repeated below, on the specifier of which the adjective is generated. The possessor cliticizes to it.
This FP has a similar though not identical function to TP in the sense that it anchors person/animacy features. In some languages, nominal tense does have an overt morphological reflex. Halkomelem, a Salishian language spoken on the Northwest Coast of North America, has overt past tense marking on nouns. The tense marker on nouns is the same as that on verbs. With verbs the past tense marker occurs on a pre-verbal auxiliary, as illustrated in (39a). The same past tense marker \( lh \) is also found on Ns as illustrated in (39b-c):

(39) a. \( i-lh \text{ imex tel si: le} \)
    'My grandfather walked'

b. \( tel \text{ si:le} \)
   'my grandfather'

c. \( tel \text{ si: lalh} \)
   'my late grandfather'

Davis (1998) has argued that the locus of person features is identified as T in the verbal domain. Following Davis, one could suggest that FP within DP has a similar function. Thus, the temporal readings and the person/animacy restriction are linked with FP, assuming as in Davis (2000) that T in nominals establishes reference and not location in time.

To summarize, the internal position within Greek DPs stops being available for genitive arguments round the 15th century. MG can tolerate only clitics in this position, as long as there is an adjective to support them. Since in earlier periods the adjective cannot co-occur with a genitive, one can conclude that the adjective in MG and the genitive in earlier stages of Greek occupy the same position, namely FP. The MG clitics, when in internal position, show a number of restrictions similar to the ones observed with the internal genitive in earlier stages of Greek. Hence one can conclude that they are located in the same projection. The following section offers an account of these facts.

4.3 Accounting for the diachronic change

In the previous section I argued that FP has a role similar to TP, namely it anchors person/animacy features. Hence I propose that in earlier stages of Greek the genitive argument, irrespective of its function, as well as possessive adjectives across languages, appear in this position. This means that both the clitics in MG and the internal genitive (agent/theme) in CG are associated with the same projection. This view accounts for the semantic restrictions observed both with genitives in CG, and clitics in MG.6

---

6 Manolesou (2000) proposes that genitives in CG and adjectives in MG are located in FP. According to her, FP needs to be identified. This is done either via the genitive in CG, or via the adjective in MG. Manolesou,
In fact this account brings CG nominals close to the analysis of PAs in Slavic proposed in de Wit & Schoorlemmer (1996). Note here that CG had PAs (40), which are also arguably located in FP in agreement with the remarks made in sections 3.2, and 4.2:

(40) \[
\begin{array}{c}
DP \\
D \\
\text{o} \\
\text{the spec} \\
\text{emos} \\
\text{mine} \\
\text{F'} \\
\text{XP}
\end{array}
\]

Two questions remain. First, why does this position not host phrasal genitives in MG, since it preserves the residue of the CG system? Second, how does MG and CG differ from English?

Concerning the first issue, clearly the semantic features/function associated with FP remain intact, as is shown by the use of clitics in MG. In order to account for the ban on phrasal, non-agreeing, elements, I examine some related changes in the nominal system of Greek.

The determiner becomes a clitic element, which is in itself in need of a host. While in CG the determiner could host second position particles, as seen in some of the examples here, e.g. (4)-(5), this is no longer possible. In other words the determiner is merely an agreement marker. This change may have triggered a ban on the presence of phrasal non-agreeing elements, with the exception of adjectives. A related change occurs in the possessive system. Note that in CG the genitive of the demonstrative, reflexive and reciprocal pronoun stands generally in prenominal position, while the genitive of the weak form of personal pronouns stands in postnominal position. These prenominal genitives are in complementary distribution with the possessive adjectives.

(41) a. to toutou vivlion \\
    his book

b. to vivlion mou \\
    the book my

But two changes occur. First, the development of the weak forms for the third person pronouns takes place: 'auton' -> 'ton'. The formation of the reduced/weak forms of pronouns (clitics) continues and is completed in the Byzantine period. Second, the decline of the use of the possessive adjective which is replaced by the weak form of personal pronouns for all persons: mou 'my', sou 'your' and tou 'his'. In a system such as the one put forth in Cardinaletti & Starke (1999) whenever there is a choice between a so called weak element, which (certain) possessive adjectives arguably are (see Cardinaletti 1998), and a clitic the clitic form is always preferred. This entails that the development of the possessive clitics has as a result that these replace the possessive adjectives.

Given that these elements become clitics, they need a host. Since they are specified as enclitics, they need to cliticize on an element that can function as a host. Clearly, the determiner does not qualify as such, since it has become a clitic itself. One could imagine that the condition specifying the host of the (poss.) clitic is related to morphological properties however, does not discuss the properties of internal clitics in MG, which reflect the CG system. Moreover, FP is not always filled, that is DPs without clitics and adjectives also occur, e.g. to vivlio 'the book'. If FP were subject to an identification requirement, it is not clear how it would be identified in such cases.
along the lines proposed in Sadock (1991), especially if the properties are related with definiteness/animacy.

(42) X may be X-cl only if X= X-Qgender/number

This means that they can either cliticize on the head nominal as in (37a) or they can cliticize on the adjective as in (36a). The internal position is not possible for the clitic, unless an element is present that satisfies the condition in (42). Since Romance and Slavic do have PAs, they can still form transitive nominalizations of the type described above for CG.

Second, the morphology-syntax of process nominals changed. First, in Koine the endings -ma/mao forming verbal nouns are very much preferred. In fact in early Byzantine period, during the 5th and 6th century, the new deverbative suffix -simo is on the rise replacing -si nouns and the articulate infinitive. (S)m- is a suffix which could be seen as related to middle/passive formation. We find the same suffix in passive participle formation e.g. -menos (note that middle at the time of New Testament Greek starts collapsing morphologically with the passive). As a result, nominal formations are generally interpreted as passive, something that helps avoiding the transitive counterpart within the nominal, and construct strings which are similar to verbal passives. Second, Koine shows a general preference for the use of prepositional phrases which take over functions of the grammatical cases, e.g. the partitive genitive is now expressed via a prepositional phrase. The same holds also for datives denoting the agent. Moreover, the use of genitive declines in general. As a result, agents are projected noun internally in the hypo+gen/upo + acc form necessarily.

Now how is CG and MG different from English? Recall the analysis of English transitive nominals. They include genitives in Spec, DP. Evidence that the genitive is in Spec, DP and not in Spec,FP, as Pesetsky & Torrego (2000) propose, comes from the fact that English genitives, unlike Slavic PAs, and CG genitives do not show the same semantic restrictions. Hence strings like yesterday's journal etc. are possible in English but not in e.g. Slavic. If the semantic restrictions on internal genitives are related to the feature specification of FP this means English genitives make use of Spec,DP, which is not subject to such restrictions. Note that person/animate genitives could be generated/located at some stage in the derivation in Spec,FP even in English, but they necessarily move to Spec,DP (see Schoorlemmer 1998 for discussion). Otherwise, English could be argued to lack Spec,FP altogether.

5. Summary

In this paper I examined a word order change within Greek nominalizations. The relevant change is repeated below:

(A) i) Det-(Genagent)-Nprocess-Gentheme / ii) Det-Gentheme-Nprocess

(B) Det-Nprocess-Gentheme (PPagent)

It was shown that in CG the genitive preceding the head noun occupied a position external to the NP labeled FP here. Changes in the syntax of the possessive system had as a result that this position is only occupied by agreeing elements, namely adjectives. This in connection with the changes in the determiner system blocks the prenominal and post-determiner position for the argumental genitive.
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Appendix

(1) Formation of Process nominals
Generally, the noun is formed via the addition of certain affixes to the stem of the related verb.

(1) -i katastrefo -> katasrof-i MG
    destroy destruction
-ma diavazo -> diavas-ma
Word Order Patterns in Greek Nominals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Greek</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>read</td>
<td>paratiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-si</td>
<td>paratiri-si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observe</td>
<td>observation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) ä klepto -> klope  
steal       -> stealing  
-ma- phobeo -> phobema  
fear       -> object of fear  
-sis lyo   -> lysis  
release    -> releasing  
-sia dokimazo -> dokimasia  
test       -> testing

(2) Nominal Structure

In MG never can gender marking be clearly dissociated from number or, for this matter, case marking:

(3) a. *anthrop-os*  
man-ms:sg:nom  
b. *anthrop-i*  
man-ms:pl:nom

Similarly in CG:

(4) a. he hodos  
the street-fm.nom.sg.  
b. tes hodos  
the street-fm.gen.sg

This contrasts with e.g. Spanish:

(4) muchach-o(-s) 'boys' muchach-a(-s) 'girls'

The situation supports an analysis according to which Greek nominal architecture contains one and Spanish two nominal functional projections below D:

(5) a. [D [FP ...  
Greek  
b. [D [FP [FP ...  
Romance